Zoom Rooms Appliances
Purpose-built hardware solutions that make it easier
than ever to scale, deploy, and manage meeting rooms.
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Enterprise-grade video conferencing without
enterprise-sized complications
These appliances purpose-built for Zoom Rooms provide immediate
enhancements for simplified installation and management of large
scale room deployments, while setting the stage for a new wave of
room intelligence, analytics, and manageability.

Imagine all the rooms you can video enable

Everything IT
teams love

Everything your
employees love

Easy to procure

Easy to meet

Easy to set-up

Easy to share content

Easy to manage

Easy to use
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Ultra simple set-up
These Zoom Room systems leverage custom-cabling solutions
versus universal cabling standards that result in less cables and a
simpler out-of-the-box experience - crucial when you’re deploying
hundreds of your huddle rooms.

Purpose built for the huddle spaces
and conference rooms
Start meetings with a tap
Integrate your calendar
to start and join meetings
with one touch.

Meet with anyone
Include remote participants
on desktop, mobile, or other
conference room systems.

Share multiple
desktops wirelessly
Push one button to share
content into the meeting

HD audio and video
Bring high quality audio,
video and web conferencing
to your existing rooms.
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End-to-end remote room management

Manageability
Update firmware and software for all your Zoom Room
appliance hardware from your admin portal. Manage scheduling
displays and calendar integration in the same portal.
Scalability
Standardize and deploy consistent Zoom Room
setups across all your offices. Speed up setup with
device auto-pairing and auto-provisioning.

Security
Prevent IT threats with devices that have builtin hardened security. Role-based administration
allows users to manage rooms with safeguards.

Neat Bar by Neat
Neat Zoom Video Systems - designed for Zoom,
engineered for Zoom customers
Purpose-built, compact and highly capable
A native meeting room system that is perfect
for bringing superior-quality audio and video to
your huddle, focus and small meeting space.
It just works
The device awakens when you enter the room,
without the need to check in. Meet with anyone
local or remote. It automatically frames you perfectly
and auto releases the room when you leave.

Learn More

Buy Direct
Both small and large deployments are simple. You
can buy direct at neat.no. Neat products ship globally
to any location, offering a fast, secure service.
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Poly Studio X Video Bars
Poly Studio X Video Bars deliver radical simplicity in a
single sleek device for huddle & conference rooms.
Big room performance in a small package
Enjoy Poly’s legendary audio, with crisp,
room-filling sound made possible by an
innovative acoustic chamber design.
Smart speaker tracking to show
your best face every time
No need to adjust the remote with a smart
camera that automatically frames individuals and
groups so everyone always looks their best.

Learn More

Simple to connect, use and manage
In just a few minutes you can unbox, connect
and start meeting with Poly solutions that run
Zoom Rooms natively. No PC or Mac required.
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DTEN ON
All-in-One Video Conferencing
The DTEN ON is an all-in-one collaboration touch display
with affordable and flexible payment options.
Low monthly price
Flexible subscription plans reduce upfront
costs include warranty and service, making
Zoom Rooms more accessible than ever.
Versatile for a wide range of spaces
The DTEN ON is available in 27”, 55”,
and 75” options, providing foolproof
solutions for small to large sized rooms.

Learn More

Connect and create more productively
Collaborate with in-room and remote
participants through interactive whiteboarding.
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In addition to Zoom Rooms appliances, customers can also leverage
an open hardware ecosystem for large rooms, customizable A/V
needs, and bespoke use cases.
Visit zoomhardware.com/room-type/all-hands-spaces-training-rooms/

Simple steps to buy and turn on
1

2

3

Buy Hardware

Buy Software

Set Up

Purchase Zoom
Rooms Appliance(s)
for each room

Make sure you have a
Zoom Rooms license

Plug it in, sign in
and voila! You have
a video-enabled
meeting room
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